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Plan for Today

1. Warm-up discussion

2. Updates

3. Research Article Summary & Group Presentation

4. Individual and Group Activities 



Warmup Discussion

• What are the essential ingredients of a BSc in 

Mathematics?

• Provide a list of 5 modules that you think should be at the 

core of a BSc in Mathematics.

• What should be core attributes of a Maths graduate?



A Map of Mathematics

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqpvBaiJRHo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqpvBaiJRHo


Possible Thoughts…

Modules: Attributes:

Analysis Critical thinking

Geometry Numeracy

Linear Algebra Analytical abilities

Programming Presentation skills

Differential Equations Problem solving

Ambition
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2. Updates

3. Research Article Summary & Group Presentation

4. Individual and Group Activities 



Updates

• Mathematics Presentations graded.

Grades being uploaded today.

• Assigment 3 (Summary of Research Article)

Deadline: 17:00, Wednesday 27th March

• Assigment 4 (Group Presentation)

Deadline for Submission of Slides: 17:00, Monday 8th April
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1. Warm-up discussion

2. Updates

3. Research Article Summary & Group Presentation

4. Individual and Group Activities 



Assignments 3 & 4 – Research Article Summary 

& Group Presentations

• See Assessment Guide & Marking Criteria

• Give a 750-word summary of the Maths Education 

Research Article you have been assigned

• In Week 12, give a 10-minute in-person group 

presentation of the Maths Education Research 

Article you have been assigned.

• Your tasks, Weeks 8-12:

Read  Write  Interact, Practice, Refine  PRESENT!



Assignments 3/4 – Meet & Greet

• Check your emails to see which article you have 

been assigned

• Meet your group members

• Set a plan for the assignment.  Budget for

Individual time for reading + group discussion

Individual time for drafting summary 

Group time for reflecting, giving feedback on summary

Group time for drafting presentation and practising



Individual Activity

• Write down five factors that you think have the 
biggest impact on learning

• Pick one item from your list and write a brief 
summary of how you might test the effect this item 
has on learning

(e.g. Time it takes to travel to school/university – survey all 
students taking Vectors & Matrices on the time it takes them to 
commute, compare this data with the end of module test scores)



Group Activity

• Background music 

• Lack of sleep

• Untreated ADHD 

• ADHD treated with drugs 

• Deliberate practice 

• Deafness 

• Depression 

• Scaffolding 

• Corporal punishment at home 

• Holding students back a year

• Use of PowerPoint

• Teacher credibility 

• Boredom 

• Time spent on a task 

• Rehearsal and memorization 

• Diverse student body 

• Television 

• Peer tutoring 

• Concept mapping 

• Low birth weight 

• Classroom discussion 

• Effort

Rank the impact of the following influences on a child’s 

learning outcome:



Reflect

Look back at your list:

• Would you now change the order of any items on 
it?

• Did talking with your colleagues change your 
opinion at all?

• Was it useful to discuss your list with others?



Effect Size

How do we quantify the impact of each of these factors?

“Effect size is simply a way of quantifying the size of the difference 

between two groups… It allows us to move beyond the simplistic, 'Does it 

work or not?' to the far more sophisticated, 'How well does it work in a 

range of contexts?’ 

Moreover, by placing the emphasis on the most important aspect of an 

intervention - the size of the effect - rather than its statistical significance 

(which conflates effect size and sample size), it promotes a more 

scientific approach to the accumulation of knowledge.”



More specifically…

We could use Cohen’s d:

Where:

• x̄₁ is the mean of the data taken from the experimental group (that is, the 

group exposed to some measurable influence)

• x̄₂ is the mean of the data taken from the control group (that is, the group 

not known to be exposed to this influence)

• s is the total standard deviation of all the data



Hattie’s Visible Learning (2008)

Luckily, we don’t need to!  Someone beat us to it.

John Hattie in 2014

(Source: Wikipedia)

Figure showing 

d-values of effect of 

influences on childhood 

learning

(Source: 

visiblelearning.org/)





Reflect

• The average effect size of these influences is 0.4

• The average effect size of teacher-led influences is 
0.32

• What do you think produced the largest negative 
effect?

a) Boredom                b) Corporal Punishment at Home

c) Untreated ADHD    d) Lack of Sleep





Reflect

• Which of these do you find most surprising? Why?

• If you know who you are teaching, can you use 

these effect sizes to inform your planning? How?

• What do the numbers alone not tell us?



Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956)

“Bloom's taxonomy is a set of three 
hierarchical models used to classify 
educational learning objectives into 
levels of complexity and specificity

The three lists cover the learning 
objectives in cognitive, affective and 
sensory domains. The cognitive domain 
list has been the primary focus of most 
traditional education and is frequently 
used to structure curriculum learning 
objectives, assessments and activities.”

Benjamin Bloom

(Source: thoughtco.com)



Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956)

Bloom’s Taxonomy of 

the Cognitive Domain

(Source: Wikipedia)



Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956)



Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956)



Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956)



Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956)

• As well as a classification Bloom’s is often used to inform 

planning or assessment in various contexts

• Is your activity encouraging the use of the higher level thinking 

skills?

• How can you take an activity from “recall” to “application”?

How well does Bloom’s work when applied to 

mathematics as a subject? 

For each level, can you think of an appropriate task?



Reflect

How might you use effect sizes or Bloom’s taxonomy in the 
following situations? 

• You’re planning to teach a classroom activity to a group of 
10 students

• You’re studying for your Random Processes module

• You are planning the first lecture to be given to 100 first 
year maths undergrads on the fundamentals of Set Theory



Questions?

Thank you for your participation!


